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aulty but my intention is manifest.)  The polls has us but we
fail to take hold of the polis.
Aristotle's conception of political possibility never ranged
beyond the city state or a league of city states, because in his
time the progressive abolition of distance was inconceivable.
But the Greek idea embodied in his expression " Political
Animal", the treatment of the words " city " and " citizens "
as reciprocal terms, the distinction between civilised and
barbaric expansion as the difference between the extended
city on the one hand, and, on the other, conquest and the
exaction of tribute, <c co-operation " and homage, has been a
working opposition throughout the ages down to our own time.
Rome did not begin as an Imperium. The initial idea of the
Roman Republic was not an idea of conquest but assimila-
tion;   from Scotland to Samarkand men could become
citizens of the city of Rome.  Invention and discovery have
now expanded the polis of Aristotle to  Cosmopolis,  the
Barbarian is a mere gangster, a savage brought within the
compass of the city, all war is crime and civil war, and it is by,
through and in a world-j&o/tr that we live or fail to live to-day.
Manifestly,  then,  our  Edward Albert Tewler and  his
neighbours in Morningside Prospect at the heart of a cosmic
time bomb, must, like everybody else in the world now,
display man as a Political Animal, however unawakened
he may be to the real extent of \uspolis.
Considered as an assembly of Political Animals, the tenants
of Morningside Prospect displayed the same quality of discreet
reluctance towards harsh realities that was also manifest in
their religious and philosophical attitudes. Then- citizenship
was a sleeping partnership. They were not pressing or attack-
ing in these matters, so that they do not complicate our study
by advancing ideas of their own"and attempting to change the
world in any way whatever. This simplifies them very con-
veniently for our purpose. A single declared Fascist or
Communist or Jehovah's Witness or Single Taxer or Doug-
lasite, for example, would have put us askew by orienting the
entire Prospect to his complex of ideas and setting them
organising and resisting for or against it. He would have

